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Abstract

In this work, using our recent compact multifunctional
model of rabbit AV node, we studied the onset of typi-
cal and atypical forms of atrioventricular nodal reentrant
tachycardia (AVNRT) and revealed the origin of both forms
and their incidence in clinics. We demonstrated for the first
time using computer simulations that differences in the ef-
fective refractory periods of slow and fast conduction path-
ways during anterograde and retrograde conduction deter-
mine the type (typical or atypical) of AVNRT. The obtained
results correspond to the clinical and experimental data
and explain the significant prevalence of the typical type
over the atypical one.

1. Introduction

Atrioventricular nodal reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT)
is the most common type of regular supraventricular ar-
rhythmia. The AVNRT is electrophysiologically classified
as typical (slow-fast) and much more rare atypical (fast-
slow) forms corresponding to anterograde-retrograde con-
duction sequence through the dual (fast, FP and slow, SP)
pathway structure [1]. The exact nature of the pathways
interaction has yet to be established despite numerous at-
tempts to explain the mechanism of AVNRT.

We have recently developed a compact, multi-functional
rabbit AV node model based on the simplified two-variable
cardiac cell model [2]. The one-dimensional model in-
cludes dual pathways, primary pacemaking in the sinoa-
trial node, and subsidiary pacemaking in slow pathway.
Being tuned to the available experimental data [3, 4], the
AV node model demonstrates broad functionality, such as
filtering high-rate atrial rhythms during atrial fibrillation
and atrial flutter with Wenckebach periodicity. In addition,
implementing the FP and SP ablation allows each pathway
to be considered separately, which is suitable for AVNRT
studies. As demonstrated experimentally in mammalian
hearts, FP has a significantly longer effective refractory pe-
riod (ERP) in the case of anterograde conduction (aERP)
than SP. This may be a substrate for typical AVNRT at pre-

mature stimulation periods shorter than the aERP of FP. On
the other hand, the origin of atypical AVNRT is attributed
to the retrograde stimulations from ventricles or His bun-
dle (HB).

In this work, along with the typical AVNRT of atrial
origin, we simulated scenarios of both typical and atypical
AVNRT arising due to HB stimulation. The interaction of
electrical conduction between SP and FP was visualized in
the form of AV nodal ladder diagrams. The simulations
demonstrated that the difference in aERP and retrograde
ERP (rERP) between FP and SP determines the prevailing
type of AVNRT. Also, the study may explain why atypical
AVNRT occurs much less frequently (about 6.4% [5]).

2. Model

The scheme of the compact AV node model is shown
in Fig. 1. Each model cell is described by Aliev-Panfilov
model [6] given by the following set of ordinary differen-
tial equations

V̇ = c[kV (V − a1)(1−V )− rV ] + Icoupl + IS1S2, (1)

ṙ = c[ϵ0 + rµ1/(V + µ2)][−r − kV (V − a2 − 1)], (2)

where V is the dimensionless transmembrane potential, r
is the gate variable, c is the time scaling coefficient, k is
the parameter controlling the magnitude of the transmem-
brane current. Parameters ϵ0, a1, a2, µ1, and µ2 determine
the conduction characteristics of tissue, a1 > 0 represents
the excitation threshold of quiescent excitable cells, while
a1 < 0 sets the intrinsic oscillation frequency of the pace-
making cells (gray-shaded in Fig. 1) [7]. The intercellular
coupling terms

Icoupli = di−1(Vi−1 − βi−1Vi) + di(−Vi + βiVi+1)

account for the coupling asymmetry, where di are the
diffusion coefficients (normalized on dimensionless dis-
tance), and the coefficients β < 1 correspond to the ac-
celerated anterograde and slowed retrograde conduction,
and vice versa for β > 1. IS1S2 is the S1S2 premature
stimulation current applied to atria and HB (Fig. 1). The
parameter values were similar to that in [2] and are based



Figure 1. Schematic representation of the rabbit atrioven-
tricular node model. AM - atrial muscle cells, FP - fast
pathway cells, SP - slow pathway cells, PB - penetrating
bundle cell, HB - His bundle cells. Red vertical arrows de-
note places of IS1S2 application for atrial and HB pacing.
The gray-shaded cells indicate AV nodal pacemaker cells.

Figure 2. Top panel - experimental conduction curves for
control and SP-only (FP ablation) cases with atrial pacing
(solid lines) and HB pacing (dashed lines). Bottom panel
- experimental conduction curves for control and FP-only
(SP ablation) cases with atrial pacing (solid lines) and HB
pacing (dashed lines).

on rabbit experimental data [3, 4]. For the sake of simplic-
ity, the sinus node pacemaker part [2] was not included in
the present model.
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Figure 3. The first model variant with rERPSP ≃
rERPFP . Top panel - simulated conduction curves for
control and isolated FP and SP conduction in anterograde
(solid lines) and retrograde (dashed lines) directions. The
middle and bottom panels show ladder diagrams of the
AV dual pathway structure with S1S2 atrial pacing (typ-
ical slow-fast type AVNRT) and HB pacing (without on-
set of AVNRT), respectively. Red traces correspond to FP
conduction, and blue to SP conduction, with dots denoting
model cells. Larger dots mark pacemaker cells. Triangles
denote places and moments of S1S2 stimulation.

3. Results and discussion

Experimental conduction curves for rabbit hearts under
premature atrial pacing and HB pacing [3] are shown in
Fig. 2. The top and bottom panels correspond to the mea-
surements on two groups of rabbits under different ablation
(slow and fast) procedures, which explains the dissimilar-
ity in the conduction curve shapes.

The anterograde conduction curves have an exponential-
like shape with pronounced bending when conduction
changes from FP to SP with a reduced pacing interval. The
left part of the conduction curve reflects the conduction via
SP at high rates and is characterized by a significant differ-
ence between aERPSP and aERPFP . This is a fundamen-
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Figure 4. The second model variant with rERPSP <
rERPFP . Top panel - conduction curves. Middle panel -
typical slow-fast AVNRT with atrial pacing. Bottom panel
- atypical fast-slow type AVNRT with HB pacing.

tal feature of normal AV node operation under anterograde
conduction, allowing effective conduction slowing and fast
rhythm filtering, confirmed by experimental and simula-
tion studies [4, 8, 9].

On the other hand, the retrograde conduction curves do
not demonstrate a pronounced difference between rERPs
in the control and ablation cases (Fig. 2). Moreover, the
difference between rERPSP and rERPFP falls within the
statistical uncertainty (±10 ms) of the experimental mea-
surements [3]. This allows us to assume that any relation of
rERPSP and rERPFP values within the uncertainty period
may exist with approximately equal probability. The as-
sumption should not significantly affect the AV nodal op-
eration in general.

We considered AV node model variants with similar
anterograde conduction characteristics but different retro-
grade conduction in SP. The differences were created by
altering the SP’s coupling asymmetry, particularly in the
posterior nodal extension (SP8–SP10 cells in Fig. 1).

In all model variants, atrial pacing (basic S1-S1 inter-
val of 360 ms) with very short S1-S2 intervals (95-126
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Figure 5. The third model variant with a significant in-
crease of coupling asymmetry in the posterior node ex-
tension of SP, reducing its coupling in the retrograde di-
rection (rERPSP ≫ rERPFP ). In the top panel, the ret-
rograde conduction is slowed in SP with significantly in-
creased rERPSP . Anterograde conduction is almost intact.
The middle and bottom panels demonstrate typical slow-
fast AVNRT with atrial and HB pacing.

ms) initiated typical slow-fast type AVNRT (middle pan-
els in Figs. 3–5). Typical AVNRT type is the only possible
type in this case due to the condition aERPSP ≪ aERPFP .
However, both types of AVNRT were observed applying
HB stimulation.

The first model variant with original parameters [2]
demonstrated very close values of rERPSP and rERPFP

(Fig. 3, top panel). Both pathways were in the same state
at the moment of HB stimulus application, providing ei-
ther simultaneous block or retrograde conduction through
them. As a result, no AVNRT was observed in the whole
range of fast HB pacing S1-S2 intervals (160–175 ms)
(Fig. 3, bottom panel). The details of the retrograde con-
duction in the AV node model can be found in Ref. [2].

The second model variant presents a case with
rERPSP < rERPFP obtained with a minor increase of β
in the HB cells (Fig. 4). The increase resulted in a range of



Table 1. Characteristics of AVNRT for different model variants with atrial and HB pacing.
Model aERPSP aERPFP Type (atrial pacing range) rERPSP rERPFP Type (HB pacing range)

1 95 ms 136 ms Slow-fast (95–126 ms) 165 ms 165 ms –
2 95 ms 147 ms Slow-fast (95–125 ms) 160 ms 167 ms Fast-slow (160–166 ms)
3 95 ms 136 ms Slow-fast (95–129 ms) 207 ms 169 ms Slow-fast (169–206 ms)

S1-S2 intervals (160–166 ms) during HB pacing in which
retrograde SP conduction was possible while FP was in a
refractory state. Within the range, we observed atypical
fast-slow type AVNRT (Fig. 4, bottom panel).

Finally, in the third variant, the coupling asymmetry co-
efficients βi in the posterior SP (SP8–SP10 cells) were sig-
nificantly altered (decreased), reducing the retrograde cou-
pling values and slowing retrograde SP conduction. The
alteration neither increased considerably the anterograde
SP conduction nor affected the appearance of anterograde
AVNRT, but notably shifted up SP retrograde conduction
curve and increased rERPSP value well over the rERPFP .
This led to a wide S1-S2 interval range (169–206 ms) of
HB pacing, yielding the typical slow-fast type AVNRT
(Fig. 5, bottom panel). As mentioned in [3], the retro-
grade SP conduction was not observed in some rabbit heart
preparations. This situation can be reflected by the SP
conduction curve with extremely high conduction times
and high values of rERPSP , allowing typical AVNRT form
only. The observation further increases the probability ra-
tio in favor of the typical slow-fast type of AVNRT (see Ta-
ble 1). Slow-slow AVNRT observed in humans is beyond
the scope of the present work because the model structure
is limited to only two functional pathways in the rabbit AV
node.

At atrial pacing, due to the significant difference be-
tween aERPSP and aERPFP present in a normal intact
AV node, only the typical (slow-fast type) AVNRT can be
observed. The difference is essential for the normal oper-
ation of the AV node during anterograde conduction. In
contrast, the retrograde AV nodal conduction is not so crit-
ically important for the heart functioning. Our simulations
and experiments on rabbit hearts show significant differ-
ences in the SP retrograde conduction, including its total
absence. This may lead to different rERPSP positions rel-
ative to rERPFP on the conduction curve, thus providing
both atypical and typical types of AVNRT in the case of
HB pacing.

4. Conclusions

Our study demonstrated that the difference in effective
refractory period between slow and fast pathways deter-
mines the type of AVNRT in both atrial and His bundle
pacing. This may explain why the incidence of the typical
AVNRT type is much more frequent in clinical observa-
tions than the atypical type.
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